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ABSTRACT

In this pafXT, derive expressujns for the。니tp니t signal to-interference phjs noise ratio(SINR) of the linearly 

constrained broadband beamformer in noncoherent situations using a vector approach. The incoming broadband 

signals ar(' assume(i to fiave flat spectra.

요 약

工 工拈에시上 베더적 십바用을 이용하여 noncoherent 상황에서 선형 제한 조신을 갖는 광대 역 빔 형성기의 출력 

SINR스] 윤 R졸하었다. 여 시 서 입사되 匕 광대 역 신호들은 평 탄한 스펙드넘을 갖는다고 가정하였다.

I . Introduction

Adaptive beamformers have been receiveing mu

ch interest in the area of sonar, radar, communi

cation and seismic systems. The adaptive array 

system involves the weighting of received signals 

at a sensor array optimally so that the output clo

sely approximates a desired signal from a look di

rection while minimizing the contributions from 

interference directions. The adaptive arrays with 

directional constraints have been discussed in the 

literature[l, 2], The array output power is min

imized subject to certain directional constraints 

by finding an optimal set of weights using some 

recursive algorithm. In [1], the optimum weights 

were found by the method of Lagrange multipli

ers. In [3], expressions for the output SINR of 

the linearly constrained narrowband beamformer 

were presented. We derive the expression for the 

output SINR of the linearly constrained beamfor

mer for broadband signals using orthogonality in 

vector space. This result is useful in studying pat

tern effects, because it allows one to calculate 

the output SINR directly without finding the wei

ght vector[4]. Although only a single interference 

is considered, the results presented may be ex

tended to the case of multiple interferences. Nu

merical results are included.
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II, The output SINR of the linearly constrained 
beamformer for broadband signals

Assume that the incident signals are broadband

，f *1 1，，，-「、 r、 시 C 4T-'rJ ，，cii 1 iidL U.1 C. 0,(—11111 uiUxi oi LJl ijclixvi 丄2 in Lii<,

context of frational bandwidth, defined as the 

signal bandwidth as a percentage of the center 

frequency. It is reasonable to defined signals with 

fractional band widths much greater than 1% as 

broadband[5]. The linearly constrained beamfor

mer in the broadband case is shown schematically 

in Fig. 1, consisting of K omnidirectional equisp

aced elements, and L weights per channel. Sup

pose two signals are incident on the array, one 

desired and one interference. Also, suppose ther

mal noise is present on each element signal. The 

desired signal is assumed to be broadside along 

the array, i.e. 6s = 0°. If we set s(们 as the desir

ed signal, n(k) as the interference, and u(k) as 

zero mean uncorrelated white Gaussian noise with 

variance 赤，then the output vector X(k) of the 

elements at the k-th observation period (snap

shot) can be expressed as

堕(们 = [ 즈 7'(如 丫以一1) … xr(k-L^l)V (1)

where x(k-m) = …xK(k~m)V

= s(k-m) n(k~m)

cos(2;rfo(i—I) t) +uikk — m)

一-sin " <. K, 0 M m M 丄 一 1
c

i ii— i', denotes t.i'ie centc? frequent v. a 1.d； 

stance between neighboring elements, c is the pro

pagation velocity, and r is a presteering delay.仇 

are the incident angles of the interference signal. 

The superscript 1 denotes the transpose. If there 

are .1/ snapshots, a KL by .W matrix J如 can be de

fined as follows.

3u= [«⑴双2)…X(.V)] (2)

The beamformer output y(k) is given by

贝如=【「(切/ X(切 (3)

where =^ [wY(k) w?(k) … w由냐丁) ]!

The output vector y.v may be defined as :

、• = [贝 1)贝2)…y(M)Y (4)

The weights are chosen to minimize the total me 

an output power as a way of rejecting interferen*  

ces incident on the array, subject to the set of lin

ear constraints which maintain the frequency re

sponse in the look-direction as follows :

C! W(k) (5)

Fig 1. Schematic diagram of a linearly constrained beam 

former for broadband signals.

그림 1. 선형 제한 조건을 갖는 광대역 빔 형성기의 亍조도.

where C = 一
-L ……oA- 1a-

f-=L/i h ……fi-Y

1a- is an all l's vector of length K, and Oa is a 

zero vector of length K. The implication of equat

ion (3) above is shown in Fig.2. In Fig.2, the re

ceiver noise component is omitted, b나t the analy

ses all include the effects of receiver noise. The 

beamformer output y(k) is a point on the surface 

7i determined by the points {xi(k~m) x2{k-ni)… 

xk(左一次)，m=Q, 1,…，Z,™ 1}. Optimum weights 

for the beamformer are determined so that the 
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output power is minimized. To minimize the out

put power, output vector V.w must be perpendicular 

to the surface tt. As shown in Fig.2. since Xi{k~ 

m) 一 (为)is a point on the surface 兀、if Ku is per 

pendicular to n the following equation is satisfied.

Fig 2- The signals m vector space. 

그림 2. 벡터 공간에 서 신호들.

〈(3(如一顼•”(》))', y(k)')=^KL (6)

〈由切Jy(切〉=〈贝如顼J, j心))

=]&〈贝如，y(k)) (7)

Oa-a is a zero vector of length KL、and 1a-a is an 

all 1's vector of length KL. O is defined as

〈/, g〉= /「g (8)

From equation (3), (7) and (8),

X{k) X{k)! W(k)=\KL wWrx{k) X{k\rW{k)

(9)

W{k) RxAk)~Y \KLWik}1 RxAk) W(k)

=冬」切T C k W(k)T Rxx(k) W(k) (10)

X(k) X(k)T in equation (9) is an autocorrelation 

matrix RxX(k) of the elements output at the k-th 

time sample. Frem니tiplying C7 to both sides of 

equation (10), and from equation (5)

F = Cr RxAk} }C\LW{kY Rxx{k) W(k) (11)

lL^k)! RxAk) W(k) = (Cr Rxx(k)-[C) 1 A (12)

From equation (12) and (10)

生(切=&.(切C (b&r(切 t C)t P (13)

Assuming that the input is a wide sense station

ary process

堕枷=&广 1 C (C7 Rxx~lC)~l F (14)

Equation (14) is equal to that of Frost[l]. There

fore, the beamformer output becomes

y(k) =X(k)T Wopt

= M아沖 Q (CT Rxx~l C)t F (15)

The beamformer output can be divided into the 

desired signal component sM) and interference 

plus additive noise signal component 爲(切.

&(切=@s(如 +%s(&—l) + …+©.s(为一丄 + 1)

^S7 A (16)

j0(k) =y 나。)'一 s") (17)

where §= [s(切s(为7.)…s(&—L+I)]'

貝=3 a2 …aL ]r

Here, & is a scalar. Using the property that the 

space spanned by column vector S and j0(k) are 

orthogonal, A is found as

A = RSS1 C(CT Rxx~l C)t L (18)

Here, Rss is the £ by L autocorrelation matrix of 

the desired signal, Rsx is the L by KL cross-corre

lation matrix of the desired signal and the sensor 

output signal. We assume here that the desired 

signal has a flat spectrum over its specified fre
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quency band, as shown by Fig.3. where df„ denot 

es the bandwidth of the desired signal. The in- 

comjng interference is also flat spectra similar to 

the desired signal. Then, the Wiener-Khinchin 

theoieiriLGj allows tu find tht elemeiiLS of I\xx, 

R淡 and Rsx. The elements of Rxr may be obtained 

as follows :

/<S；0

p+ Klq — \ ) n = °，* — \ ) (20)

wbfE" n - 2,….A7 f). p'。L ? K

q, q = L 2,…，L

The elements of 眼 may be obtained as :

] l> 4 «-
呢)二 Re [ I exp(/27r/T»w)df j

- 鶴'

= cos(27【m)%&) Sine (ndTmn) (21)

where Tmn=^ (m~n) Ts

m,处=1, 2, •••, L

Finally, the elements of 艮x may be obtained by :

"商2 fo fcr!-Sio/2 "qug ^w)=ReL 1 j"+- exp(丿 2”다，,)#]

m Lt
Fig 3. Modeiled frequency spectrum of broadband signal.

그림 3. 모델 링 된 광대 역 신호의 주파수 스펙트럼.
= COS(27l丿%如?) SlHC(7l3f()Tmn) (22)

I r'^~
n) =ReL—rr [ exp(丿2兀丿七”師)

--- Wo f 으으

f , 土侖
I * h^-r

+ Re[~7- I 「 expO'27r/(Ewn sinOn/c 
兀J /L学

+ trnn)} 〃 ] + 兄 d( m~ n)

=cos(/Ms) Sinc (n6fl}xmn)

+ cos(27i/；)(Eg smS/c + 弓沏))

Sine (nd 丿;)(&湖 sin0»/c + 弓冲))十(药 8(m一死)

(19)

where 5 =璀一切崩、 "也=(q — q‘) IL

Considering that the m-th and n-th matrix el

ement correspond to the q-th tap of the /)-th el

ement and the q'-th tap of the p'-th element, re- 

spectively, we have the following relations :

where 以，广=(q — g') T, 

m= 1, 2,…，L 

q、q'= 1, 2,…，L

n = l, 2,…，KL 

m = q

Z)'= 1, 2,…，K

Ts is the time delay between the adjacent taps, 

Sinc(x) denotes the sin(x)/x, and(5( -) is the Kro- 

necker delta hinction. Therefore, from equations 

above the output SINR is obtained as follows :

SI\R0 TT7IW
A1 Rss .1

（23）
m ■1 F - Ar，&、A

/i [ ■ ] denotes the expectation operator. In sec

tion HI we show curves of the output SINR com

puted from (18) to (23) and discuss how the sig

nal bandwidth(5 f() affects the array performance.
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HI. Numerical results

For the results presented, a linear array of one- 

half wavelength spacing is used. The desired sig

nal is ass니med to be broadside along the array. 

The interference signal has an identical center 

frequency and bandwidth as the desired signal 

and is assumed to be incident at an angle of 30°. 

Also, it is assumed that there is no correlation be

tween the desired and interference signals. The 

center frequency f0 of the signal is 0.25fs where 

fs is the sampling frequency. The linearly con

strained beamformer is designed to pass signals 

with fractional bandwidth((5/,//)) of 0.4.

Fig.4 shows the output SINR as a function of 

the bandwidth when the input SNR and input I NR 

(Interference-to-Noise Ratio) are 20 dB and 40 dB, 

respectively. The figure shows that as long as the 

input signal bandwidth and the designed beamfor

mer bandwidth are identical, the output SINR re

mains constant, and as the input signal bandwidth 

increases further, the output SINR decreases. For 

example, Fig.4 shows that when the array has 3 

weights per channel, the output SINR drops from 

21 dB for d•疗/九= 0.4 to 15 dB for 6fo/fo = 1.0. 

Also, the figure shows that for the same band

width, output SINR increases as the number of 

weights per channel increases. Fig.5 shows SINR 

as the incident angle of the interference varies, 

when the number of elements is 4, and the frac

tional bandwidth of the input signal is 0.4. We 

can show that the number of weights per channel 

increases, output SINR increases.

IV. Conchjsions

In this paper, we have derived an expression 

for the output SINR of the linearly constrained 

beamformer for broadband signals in a noncohere

nt situation using the concept of vector space. If

Fig 4. Output SINR versus fractional bandwidth. 6n = 30°, 

SNR = 20 dB, I NR = 40 dB.

그림 4. 출력 SINR 대 fractional bandwidth.

angi-j ((Ju- is히

Fig 5. Output SINR versus interference incident angle.

dJJ九= 0.4, SNR = 20 dB, INR = 40dB.

그림 5. 출력 SINR 대 interference incident angle.
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the bandwidth of the input sign서 1 remains ident 

ical to the designed beamformer, a constant out- 

卩ut SINR is maintained. As the bandwidth mcr 

eases further, output SINR is decreases. Also, the 

result shows tlidt foi the seinie bandwid나], output 

SINR increases as the number of weights per 

channel increases. If the correlation coefficients 

are included, the results could be extended to the 

case of coherent situations such as multiple pro

pagation paths (multipaths) or smart jamming[6],
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